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Abstract— This paper presents a data routing protocol for
a non-mobile, location-aware wireless sensor network that is
primarily designed for continuous monitoring application (e.g.
environmental, infrastructure, under-water or agricultural mon-
itoring). The protocol, in addition to optimally minimizing the
total energy consumption of all sensors over all rounds of data
gathering, also balances the load on them. The algorithm works
in polynomial time complexity and is completely centralized.
However, it incurs less overhead as the data routing information is
disseminated to all sensors only once at the network initialization.

I. INTRODUCTION AND RELATED WORK

A wireless sensor network (WSN) can be defined as a
network of many routers. A router can communicate with other
routers and a distant Base Station (BS). BS is the place where
all data from the WSN are ultimately gathered and processed.
A router can be equipped with a sensor (e.g., to measure
environment temperature or humidity), and it is the sensor
that actually produces the data. We call such a router that is
equipped with a sensor a Sensor NoDe (SND). We call it a
dedicated RouTER (RTER) if it is not equipped with a sensor.
We refer to a router simply as a Node if we don’t bother
whether it is actually a SND or RTER.

In this paper, we present an energy efficient data rout-
ing algorithm for static (non-mobile Nodes), location-aware
WSN that is primarily designed for continuous monitoring
application (e.g., environmental, under-water, infrastructure, or
agricultural monitoring). The importance of energy efficiency
in WSN is critical since typically Nodes are locally powered
and they are deployed with the intention of being functional
for a sufficiently long period. The importance is also reflected
by the recent extensive research on this aspect, such as [1],
[2], and [3].

[1] presents an optimal protocol for balancing the energy
consumption of all SNDs so that the all SNDs are alive for
the longest possible time1. In our earlier work, we found
that, to balance the energy consumption using a protocol that
optimally balances the energy consumption of all SNDs, often
SNDs route their data in a more energy expensive way just
because some other SND has already consumed more energy!

1The same authors also published several upgrades of the same protocol
later on. However, all the upgrades were only meant to be computationally
less complex and neither of them is optimal.

In this paper, we demonstrate a protocol that first optimally
minimizes the total energy consumption of all SNDs, and
then tries to balance the energy consumption of all SNDs as
much as possible (but not optimally).

Paper Organization: Section II formally documents the
problem statement, develops necessary models, and presents
the pseudocodes of our protocol with discussion of related
issues. Section III documents some of our experimental results
with setup parameters and result analysis. Both sections also
addresses issues related to protocol overhead and feasibility.

II. THE MINIMUM TOTAL AND NEARLY BALANCED

ENERGY CONSUMPTION PROBLEM OF STATIC,
LOCATION-AWARE SENSOR NETWORKS (MITBECP)

The Data Gathering without data fusion and the MInimum
Total Energy Consumption Problems (DGP and MITECP
respectively) of a static (non-mobile Nodes), locacation-aware
WSN that is primarily designed for continuous monitoring
application are formally documented in our prior work [4].
For high relevance, we restate them briefly.

A. DGP Definition and Terminologies

Consider a WSN of s SNDs, r RTERs, and 1 BS. Node[i]
(1 ≤ i ≤ (r+s)) represents a RTER if i ≤ r. Otherwise, it is
a SND. Actually, unlike MITBECP (the upgraded version of
DGP and MITECP and the main problem statement of this
paper), neither DGP nor MITECP considers the RTERs. That
is, for both DGP and MITECP r = 0, while for MITBECP it
is a positive integer.

Each SND stores information as it monitors its vicinity.
Assume that, every SND produces a simple data PacKeT
(PKT) per time unit, called a RouND (RND), which must be
transmitted to the BS within that RND. A SND can transmit
its PKT to another Node which in turn transmit it to the BS,
possibly via other Nodes.

Unlike the BS, each Node[i] has a finite, non-replenishable
energy ENRG[i]. Whenever a Node transmits or receives a
PKT, it consumes some energy. We define the lifetime of the
WSN T to be the total number of RNDs until no SND has
enough energy to transmit its PKT to the BS (not even via
other Nodes). This is the state when ENRG[i] = DEAD, for r
< i ≤ (r+s).



A data gathering schedule (SCHEDULE) specifies, for each
RND, to which Node or BS, a Node will transmit its own PKT
and all the PKTs passed to it by other Nodes (if any).

B. Facts to Notice

Fact 1. At each RND, all alive SNDs must transmit 1 PKT
to the BS (possibly via other Nodes).
Fact 2. ENRG[i] = DEAD is not a sufficient condition for
ENRG[i] to be 0.
Proof by counterexample : Let s = 1, r = 0, and ENRG[1] =
e �= 0, such that e is not sufficient to transmit a PKT from
Node[1] to the BS.
Fact 3. A solution of DGP is a SCHEDULE.
Fact 4. At any RND, a Node can transmit PKTs to one and
only one Node or to the BS (this is required to reduce the
protocol initialization overhead. See section II-D.2).
Fact 5. If a Node receives x simple PKTs and adds y simple
PKTs (y = 1 if it is a SND. Otherwise, it is 0), then it
transmits one complex PKT with (nearly) equivalent size of
x+y simple PKTs. This is because we don’t consider extensive
data fusion - a process where any transmitted PKT has a
significantly smaller size than the combined size of all received
PKTs and the added one. The extent of data fusion is hard to
estimate since it largely depends on the data screening method,
which of course is determined by the particular application
and the query involved. The details are out of the focus of
this research.

C. MITECP Definition

MITECP is a subset of DGP. Therefore, its solution is also
a SCHEDULE.

Let S be a solution SCHEDULE of MITECP for a particular
WSN. If it is possible to create another different SCHEDULE,
say S2, for the same WSN and with the same lifetime T, then
during these T RNDs of S2, the total energy consumed by all
SNDs will be greater than or equal to that of S.

It can be shown that MITECP is equivalent to the Minimum
Total Energy Consumption at each RND Problem (MITE-
CROP). The definition of MITECROP is self explanatory.
A proof of the equivalence of MITECP and MITECROP
can be found in [4]. Essentially, the equivalence implies that
finding a solution SCHEDULE that minimizes the total energy
consumption of all SNDs over all RNDs is equivalent to
finding a solution SCHEDULE that minimizes the energy
consumption of all SNDs at each RND.

D. MITBECP Definition

We have learned that a solution SCHEDULE of MITECP
(or MITECROP) minimizes all SNDs’ total energy consump-
tion. However, as a consequence, some SNDs may consume
energy faster than the others - especially those close to the
BS (this is one of our observations in [4]). This can reduce
the network’s sensing coverage and as a result the accuracy of
obtained data. On the other hand, if we try to optimally balance
all SNDs’ energy consumption to delay early SND deaths, then
T decreases significantly and SNDs die almost all together

when the first SND dies (this is our another observation in
[4]). Since both the minimization and balancing requirements
are important, and since both cannot be optimally fulfilled at
the same time, we keep our minimization requirement intact
(i.e., the requirement of MITECP or MITECROP) but place
additional RTERs at specific locations of the WSN to help
balancing the SNDs’ energy consumption by supporting the
heavily used SNDs.

1) RTER Placement Scheme : RTERs are placed in multiple
straight lines. These lines start at the BS and end at the
boundary of the WSN. Regardless of how many lines are used,
in each line, as the distance from the BS increases, the distance
between the RTERs will increase too (see section III for a
concrete example). Since a solution SCHEDULE of MITECP
(or MITECROP) forces the SNDs to consume energy faster
as their distance from the BS decreases, our RTER placement
scheme will essentially keep more RTERs close to the SNDs
that are near the BS than those that are farther away. This
will allow the heavily used SNDs to reduce their load by
transmitting their PKTs via nearby RTERs.

2) Initialization Overhead : The solution SCHEDULE of
MITBECP is constructed at the BS using the MITBECRO
algorithm (section II-E). The algorithm uses the information
about all Nodes’ location and their initial energy (which are as-
sumed to be known initially. An approximation of the Nodes’
location will work too). After constructing the SCHEDULE,
every Node is informed about what it is supposed to do at
each RND. And this is done once for all.

A rough idea of the initialization overhead can be obtained
in this way (also see section III): Say Node[i] is alive for
d RNDs. Then, d ≤ T. The Node will receive initialization
information of size

∑
INFO[k], where 1 ≤ k ≤ d. INFO[k]

comprises the following for the kth RND: I1) the identification
number of the Node to which this Node will transmit its
PKTs, I2) number of PKTs to send, and I3) transmission signal
strength. In the kth RND, this Node will wait W1 amount of
time before it turns on its radio and after turning on the radio,
it will wait W2 amount of time before it transmits I2 PKTs
to I1 with the signal strength I3. W1 is proportional to I2,
and W2 is a function of both I2 and the particular MAC level
modulation technique used. Since the number of PKTs the
Node will receive from other Nodes at the kth RND equals to
(I2 - I1) if it is a SND, and I2 if it is a RTER, by the time a
Node is ready to transmit, it will have all those PKTs received
that it is supposed to receive in that RND. See section III to
get a more concrete idea of the initialization overhead.

E. Constructing a SCHEDULE that Minimizes the Total En-
ergy Consumption of all SNDs at each RND and also Balances
the Load on them (the MITBECRO algorithm)

The MITBECRO algorithm (Figure 1, 2, 3, 4 - see respec-
tively) first sorts all Nodes in ascending order by their distance
from the BS. Then it creates the PKT routing tree for the first
RND. The routing tree is rooted at the BS, and spans all alive
SNDs. It also spans 1 or more alive RTERs only if the use



of those particular RTERs can minimize SNDs’ total energy
consumption.

The algorithm starts with the nearest alive Node (SND or
RTER). If it is possible for this Node to transmit 1 PKT (its
own one if it is a SND) or 0 PKT (if it is a RTER) to the BS,
then it must do so, since at least one Node has to communicate
with the BS at every RND and there is no other more energy
efficient way to do so in that particular RND. At this point, this
Node is considered to be added. The procedure continues with
the next alive and nearest Node (nearest to the BS). This Node
first checks whether it can directly transmit to the BS. Then it
compares this transmission cost with that of transmitting via
already added Nodes. It chooses the path with the least total
energy consumption (Figure 3).

The process continues until all alive SNDs are added for
the current RND. If a SND cannot be added any way, it is
considered DEAD for the following RND, no matter how
much energy it actually has. The procedure quits when all
SNDs die. At this instant, T = RND.

procedure MITBECRO (Node[1 to r+s]: All nodes in the SN,
Node[r+s+1] := BS,
ENRG [1 to r+s]: Residual energy of each Node,
D[1 to r+s, 1 to r+s+1]: Distance between Nodes and BS,
M: Simple PKT size; should be set as a global variable so

that all procedures can access)
Sort Node[1 to r+s] by distance from BS in ascending order
is_added[1 to r+s] := false
new_node_added := false
RND := 1
while(true) {

for i := 1 to r+s {
new_node_added := false
if ENRG[i] != DEAD and is_added[i] = false {

next := nil
if edge_is_feasible(RND, Node[i], BS) then next := BS
for k := 1 to r+s {

if i != k and is_added[k] = true
and edge_is_feasible(RND, Node[i], Node[k]) then {

if next = nil then next := Node[k]
else if edge_cost(RND, Node[i], next) >

edge_cost(RND, Node[i], Node[k]) then next := Node[k]
}

}
if next != nil {

add_edge(RND, Node[i], next)
is_added[i] := true
new_node_added := true

}
}

}
if new_node_added = false or “all alive SNDs are added” {

RND := RND + 1
for i := 1 to r // i.e., Node[i] is a RTER {

if ENRG[i] = 0 then ENRG[i] = DEAD
is_added[i] := false

}
for i := r+1 to r+s // i.e., Node[i] is a SND {

if is_added[i] = false then ENRG[i] := DEAD
is_added[i] := false

}
}
if ENRG[r+1 to r+s] = DEAD // i.e., all SNDs have died

then SCHEDULE is prepared;
}

Fig. 1. The MITBECRO algorithm: Constructs a SCHEDULE with Minimum
Total and nearly Balanced Energy Consumption of all Sensor Nodes at Each
Round of Data Gathering.

The procedure gives a SCHEDULE for MITBECP with
lifetime T. Notice that, in the process, some RTERs may be
scheduled to transmit 0 PKTs in some RND to some recipient!

function edge_is_feasible(RND,
Node[i], ENRG1 := ENRG[i],
Node[k], ENRG2 := ENRG[k])
returns true or false

return false if Node[i] has already scheduled for RND with a
Node other than Node[k]

if Node[k] = BS
return ENRG1 - transmission_loss(Node[i], BS) >= 0

newENRG1 := ENRG1 - transmission_loss(Node[i], Node[k])
newENRG2 := ENRG2 - receipt_loss
// receipt_loss only depends on PKT size M: a global variable.
p := index of Node[k].next_hop[RND]
// Node[k].next_hop[RND] is the Node with which Node[k] has
// already been already scheduled to transmit Node[k].nPKT
// PKTs at RND.
if newENRG1 >= 0 and newENRG2 >= 0

return edge_is_feasible(RND,
Node[k], newENRG2,

Node[p], ENRG[p])
return false

Fig. 2. Utility function; used by MITBECRO algorithm (Figure 1); deter-
mines edge feasibility. An edge represents a simple data packet transmission
from one node to another at a particular round of data gathering. Packet
transmission and receipt energy costs can be estimated using a radio model
(see section III).

function edge_cost(RND, Node1, Node2)
returns edge cost

if Node2 = BS then return transmission_loss(Node1, BS)
return transmission_loss(Node1, Node2) +

receipt_loss +
edge_cost(RND, Node2, Node2.next_hop[RND])

Fig. 3. Utility function; used by MITBECRO algorithm (Figure 1); computes
the total energy cost of connecting a new edge.

The BS should ignore such information while disseminating
the SCHEDULE in the WSN.

III. EXPERIMENTS

In [4], we presented a protocol called MITECRO to find a
solution SCHEDULE of MITECP or MITECROP. There we
also experimented that protocol with MLDA - another protocol
that optimally balances all SNDs’ energy consumption by
solving a linear program [1]. We found that, even though
MITECRO nearly doubles the network lifetime than that of
MLDA, it causes early SND deaths. On the other hand, even
though MLDA delays early SND death, it reduces the total
network lifetime significantly.

In this paper we have presented an upgraded version of
MITECRO: MITBECRO. This protocol, in addition to min-
imizing total energy consumption, also nearly balances all
SNDs’ energy consumption by placing additional RTERs in
specific locations to support the heavily used SNDs. We
experimented MITBECRO with MITECRO in eight different
scenarios. For space constraint, here we present the result from
only one scenario. Results in other scenarios are similar. Figure
III summarizes the scenario setup, simulation environment,
and protocol initialization overhead. Figure 6 shows the result.

An interesting outcome of all these experiments is that no
RTER’s energy was completely drained off, which means that
they remained reusable. This happened because we didn’t use
RTERs unnecessarily. We used them only if their use could
minimize the total energy consumption of all SNDs.



Parameter Value/Comment
Radio model as of [5] and [6]: Nodes consume enough energy to keep the recipient Node in the

connected region so that packet drop probability ≈ 0.
Simulation tools Maple 10, Java Development Kit (JDK 1.5.0).
Network shape rectangular
Network width(w) 50 meters (scenario specific)
Network height(h) 50 meters (scenario specific)
Basestation’s (BS)
location

(+25 meters, +150 meters)

# Sensor routers
(SND)

200 (scenario specific)

SND placement
scheme

random (pseudo random number generator: JDK java.util.Random.nextDouble()). seeds:
53 (x-axis) and 7727 (y-axis) (scenario specific).

Sensory radius (sr) 5 meters: same for all SNDs.
# Dedicated router
(RTER)

4: BS to the 4 corners of the network area.

placement lines
RTER placement
scheme

Let b and p be the coordinates of the BS

(see figure 8 to and one of the selected boundary points (here,
get a visual approx-
imation)

one of the 4 corners). Let r = min(sr, w/2, h/2) and mult = 1.1. For each p, do this: let d
= distance(b,p); adder = r/d; t = adder; while(0<t<1), place a RTER at the coordinate
[(1-t)×b + t×p], adder = adder×mult, t = t + adder.

# RTER 62
Initial residual en-
ergy

1 joule (excluding energy required for sensing

and initialization): same for all Nodes.
Data packet (PKT)
size

1000 bits

Initialization over-
head

All Nodes are informed about their data routing schedule at the network initialization.
This is done once for all. Each Node will receive an initialization packet(s) of size
not more than 35154 bits [1302(lifetime T)× 9(I1) × 9(I2) × 9(I3)] (see section II-
D.2). Most Nodes will actually receive less than that. Also, the BS will mainly pay for
the initialization cost by transmitting these initialization packets. Nodes will consume
neglegible energy during receipt, as it is done only once (see [5] to know why).

Fig. 5. Experiment setup: common and scenario-specific parameters

A. Result Analysis

As Figure 6 shows, MITBECRO delays early SND deaths
more than the MITECRO protocol. This simply implies a more
balanced energy consumption over all SNDs. The graph also
shows an overall network lifetime increase in MITBECRO.
However, this does not mean that MITECRO cannot mini-
mize the total energy consumption of all SNDs. The lifetime
increase actually came from the additional supportive energy
provided by the extra RTERs. Figure 7 shows the simulation
results when both protocols uses same number of Nodes
(i.e., MITBECRO uses 200 SNDs and 62 RTERs, whereas
MITECRO uses 262 SNDs). As can be seen, the results are
similar to that of figure 6.

One last point: both MITECRO and MITBECRO minimizes
the total energy consumption of all SNDs over all RNDs of
data gathering by minimizing the total energy consumption of

all SNDs at each RND. Section II has already proved why
such solution is valid.

Our specific RTER placement scheme in the particular
scenario is documented in Figure III. Notice that, the # RTER
placement lines can be increased to further balance all SNDs’
energy consumption. At the time of this writing, such solution
is feasible because a dedicated WSN router (RTER) typically
costs one third of the price of a router equipped with a sensor
(SND) [7].

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we demonstrated an energy efficient data
routing protocol for a non-mobile, location-aware sensor net-
work that is primarily designed for continuous monitoring
application. The protocol minimizes the total energy consump-
tion of all sensor nodes and also balances the load on each
node as much as possible by placing additional dedicated



procedure add_edge(RND, Node[i], Node[k])
if Node[i].next_hop(RND) = nil {

Node[i].next_hop(RND) := Node[k]
if(Node[i] is a SND) then {

Node[i].nPKT(RND):= 1
ENRG[i] := ENRG[i] -transmission_loss(Node[i], Node[k])

}
else

Node[i].nPKT(RND) := 0
}
else {

add 1 to Node[i].nPKT(RND)
ENRG[i] := ENRG[i] -transmission_loss(Node[i], Node[k])

}
if Node[k] != BS {

ENRG[k] := ENRG[k] - receipt_loss
add_edge(RND, Node[k], Node[k].next_hop(RND))

}

Fig. 4. Utility procedure; used by MITBECRO algorithm (Figure 1); adds
a new edge.

Fig. 6. Simulation results of the scenario stated in Figure III.

routers at specific locations to support the heavily used sensor
nodes. In essence, this results into the longest possible network
lifetime without frequent early node deaths. The algorithm is
centralized and therefore executed at the base station. Data
routing schedule information is disseminated to all nodes only
once at the network initialization.

In future, we would like to investigate the specific sensor
node death locations. For example, if 10 sensor nodes die
in 10 spatially distant locations, the overall sensing coverage
and consequently the accuracy of gathered data might not be
significantly compromised. However, it will be if they all die
in a very small region!
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